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MOTIVATION
We address two important challenges in video segmentation:
Z Disocclusion: When “new things” appear in a video, do they belong
to background or an object that we are interested in?

Z Base point disambiguation: When there is only camera motion and
our object of interest does not move, then cues like motion and appear-
ance fail to correctly distinguish between object and background at the
base point i.e. where the object touches the ground.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Z An easy to use tool for interactive segmentation of point trajectories.

Z Elegant combination of user input with motion, appearance, and
length cues for dense segmentation.

Z A temporally consistent appearance preserving cue.

Z A case study on quantifying the amount of user interaction.

OVERVIEW

SPARSE SEGMENTATION WITH TOOL

Z Intuition: segmenting point trajectories is faster for user interaction.

Z User marks scribbles in various frames to alleviate both disocclusion
and base point problem.

Z Segmentation: Random Walk assigns a soft label to the unlabeled
trajectories. Output is a coarse object segmentation.

Z With our tool the user can also see a per frame instant preview of the
expected dense segmentation.

STANDARD BENCHMARKS
We use the Pascal Overlap Measure (POM) between ground truth GT
and segmentation S

POM(GT, S) :=
1

T

T∑
i=1

|GTi ∩Si|
|GTi ∪Si|

.

Youtube Objects Dataset - Large dataset with 10 object categories.
Ground truth from Jain et al.[15] was used.

Category [11] [20] [15] [19] OF Ours
Average 46.2 54.8 66.6 15.5 60.3 74.1

SegTrack2 - 14 low resolution videos with motion blur, rapid and artic-
ulated motion.

Method [11] [20] [19] OF Ours
Average 41.3 53.5 8.0 40.1 69.6

DENSE SEGMENTATION: ENERGY AND OPTIMIZATION

Let S : Ω × [1, T ] → {0, 1} denote the whole video segmentation and
St := S(·, t) the segmentation of frame It.

E(S) :=

T∑
t=1

EtMotion(St) + EtAppear(St) + EtReg(St)

Z Motion cue: This unary term is the soft labeling by the Random Walk.
Let P0, P1 ⊂ Ω × [1, T ] denote the scribble locations in a video with
T frames, Ω is the image space. Random Walk’s output is a labeling
uMotion : C → [0, 1] to the set of trajectories C. We transform uMotion into
the weighted segmentation bias DMotion : C → [−∞,∞]:

DMotion(q) :=
1

uMotion(q)
− 1

1− uMotion(q)

The per pixel unary cost for frame It:

f tMotion(x) :=



+∞ if x ∈ P0

−∞ if x ∈ P1

DMotion(q) if ∃q = (t1, t2, c) ∈ C :

t ∈ [t1, t2] and x = c(t)

0 otherwise.

In addition, for temporal consistency we also use a optical flow based
measure for pixels not captured by the trajectories.

EtMotion(St) := αMotion ·
〈
f tMotion, St

〉
+ αFlow ·

〈
φtS , c

t
w

〉

Z Appearance cue: we minimize the KL divergence between the colour
distributions in successive frames. This enforces temporal consis-
tency globally instead of a local per pixel unary cost (often noisy).

It−1 At−1 It At

EtReg(St) := αReg

(
βθt

vol(St)
+

1− βθt
vol(1− St)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

volume term

+
〈
gt, |∇St|

〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
weighted TV

Z Volume term: avoids degenerate segmentation ∅,Ω.

Z Weighted TV: weighted total variation corresponding to the geodesic
contour length.

Optimization

Z Since E(S) is not convex, we use the Fast Trust Region[12] frame-
work for optimization.

Z Minimization on a GPU takes between 1 to 3 seconds per frame (∼2.0
Megapixels).

Ours Godec et al.[11] Papazoglou et al.[20] Grundmann et al.[14]

QUANTIFYING INTERACTION

ZDataset: 24 ego-motion videos across 4 categories - car,cat,chair,dog
Z Interaction data: 5 different users
ZComparisons: � unsupervised, ∗ superpixel based method, and
∗ bounding box tracker

Z Each dot corresponds to an iteration per user per method. An itera-
tion refers to one round of user interaction.

Z Our approach gives a high quality segmentation with reasonable

user effort. ©

Comparison of 2 users across all methods

Z Trained user achieves a high quality segmentation quicker than an
untrained user.

Z All approaches saturate below 100%.

DATASET AND BINARIES

http://lmb.informatik.uni-

freiburg.de/resources/binaries/iVideoSeg/

Contact: nagaraja@cs.uni-freiburg.de
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